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Students Contribute
Record $175 to Drive
The campus Red Cross drive was
completed last week, a full two
weeks ahead of the deadline, with
unparallelled success. The. total
amount raised was $175.83, a record
for t1'r:sinUS students, despIte the
substantially lowered enrollment.
Faculty and employees were not
canvassed, since they are reached
by the residential solicitors.
The Collegeville District chairman, Dr. Allan Rice, has expressed
his pride in this UI'sinus achievement, and gratitude to Dean Stahr
and Mr. Lloyd Jones for their efficient management of the girls'
and boys' teams in this campus
effort.
"To every student who served as
a solicitor and to everyone who
contributed are due sincere thanks
on behalf of the Red Cross and
also on behalf of those in distress everywhere who will benefit
directly from this generosity," said
Dr. Rice.
The women contributed $113.76
and the men $62.07.
Solicitors were Bob Bickel, Paul
Doughty, Ed Sella, Charles Stokes,
Tom Davis, Nelson Weller, Robert
Herber, Thomas Horner, William
Braun, Jack Arthur, Ed Harned,
William Walton, George Burch1ll,
Richard Hector, Richard High, Robert Healy.
8011citors in the women's dormitories were: Joan Hitchner, Eme
Siegfried, Evelyn Scharf,
Sue
Boyd, Marna Feldt, Delores DeSola, Joan Kirby, Barbara Crawford, Margaret Hooper, Nancy Wiseman, Jeanne Careless,
Kathy
Haney, Jane Perreten, and Dorothy Detwiler.

Students to Take Part in
Model United Nations Talk
John Billman '52, Spero Nemphos
'53, Lois Glessner '54, and Mary
Ann Slmmendinger '53, will be the
four International Relations Club
members from Urslnus to participate in the Model United Nations I
on March 29, 30 and 31 which Willi
be held at Beaver college. Ursinus
has been chosen as the college to
represent Yugoslavia at the sessions,
The sessions will consist of four
d11ferent committee meetings. John
Bminan wlll be the representative
to the Polltical committee, and
Lola Oleuner wlll attend the
,.Economic Committee. Spero Nemphoa wU1 be the representatiye to
the eoDlDilttee on trusteeship and
Mary Ann Simmendlnger wlll attend tbe committee meetings on
the UDlted Nations machinery.

Board Names Mary Yost
T 0 Editorship of 'Weekly'

All those interested in becoming members of the Weekly
news or feature staffs will meet
in Room 3 tomorrow, Tuesday,
at 12 :30 p.m. Those unable to
attend are asked to hand in
their names at the Weekly
office before Thursday. Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors
. who wish to join the Weekly
staff are invited to do so in
either of these two ways.

50 Join Fraternities
As Sororities Oet 14

To Assume Duties April 9;
Henderson, Baum Oet Posts as
Business, Circulation Heads

3 Seniors Named
Into Honorary
Dramatic Group
Ruth Fiedler

'Artist's Life' by
Ruth F.eidler Wins
Pageant Contest

APRIL 9

Price, Ten Cents

MONDAY, MARCH 19, 1951

Greek Lett~r
Groups Take in
Spring Rushees
Fifty men joined the six campus
fraternities when they signed blds
at noon today In the library. Alpha
Phi Epsilon accepted 6, Beta Sigma
Lambda 11, Delta Phi Sigma 13,
Demas 10, Sigma Rho 6, and Zeta
Chi 4.
The rushing parties were conducted by the fraternities during
the past week under the direction
of the interfraternity council.
Those who signed bids today
were:
Ape: Harry Toy, Al John, Joe
Deitch, Dick Sharpe, Tap Webb
and CUI·t Fr~mbes.
Beta Sig: Bob Armstrong, Dan
Giangulio, Bob Grant, Hal Henning,
Orin Main, Paul McCleary, Tom
Phillips, Dan Traverso, Mike Van
De Putte, Jules Yeager and MHo
Zimmerman.
Delta Phi Sigma: Henry Hallman, Ambrose Peterman, Tom McAvoy, Charles Ramsey, Bob Guth,
Herb Elwell, John Quinn, Dick
Richter, John McConnell, Fred
Baas, William Lukens, Bob Emrich, and Clarence Foreman.
Demas: Paul Shillingford, Stan
Cohen, Bill Freeman, Jeff Clark,
Blll Burger, Jack Popowich, Coleman Curtis, Burnett Eddy, Ed Sel-

~ttkl!,

NEXT

'WEEKLY'

Mary Yost '52 was chosen editorin-chief of the Weekly at a board
of control meeting Wednesday in
the English office. She will assume
her duties with the next issue on
April 9.
Bob Henderson '52 was named
business manager and Dorothy
Baum '52 circulation manager.
These officers, however, will not
begin their duties until the end
of the semester.
Miss Yost, a day student from
Phoenixville. garnered much newspaper experience with the Phoenixville Dairy Republican. She has
been associated with this paper
for the past four summers in reporting and editorial work.
Was Managing Editor
She has also beeit a feature
writer for the Weekly and earlier
this year was named managing
editor.
An English major, Miss Yost is
a member of Phi Alpha Psi and
of the Messiah chorus.
Attending Wednesday's board
meeting were Dr. Charles Mattern,
Lloyd Jones, Maurice Bone, Fred
Geiger '51, Jean Rinear '51, Floyd
Justice '51 and Mary McPherson
'51 .

I

Three seniors were initiated last
night into Delta Tau cast, the Ursinus chapter of Alpha Psi Omega,
the national dramatic honor fraternity. The new members t.re
Marjorie Taylor, Roy Foster and
Aubre Givler.
Marjorie has been active in
committee work for many of the
Curtain club productions. She was
completely in charge of the elaborate costuming for the recent
Speak Easy and she staged the Old
Lady Shows Her Medals. As an
actress, she will be remembered for
her role in Pygmalion.
Foster Star of 'Speak Easy'
Roy did much committee work
as well as helping to stage The
Condemned. He appeared in last
spring's Junior Miss and Dusty
Halo, but is best known for his
starring role in Speak Easy.
Aubre has long been a faithful
member of operetta casts, has assisted in committee work and accompanied Dusty Halo. He appeared in Antic Spring in the fall
of 1949 and is the composer of the
music for Speak Easy.
The cast is planning a theater
party on April 6, for old and new
members.

,

Mary Yost

The five colors of the rainbow
will lend their brilliance to the
winning May day pageant, Artist's
Life, wI'itten by Ruth Feidler '52,
it was explained at a meeting of
women stUdents last Wednesday.
How to glorify the May Queen is
the problem facing the artist in
this pageant. In his dilemma he
has a flash of inspiration; he will
As a result of a large turnout at
use color-blue, red, green, yellow
tryouts, a cast with new faces has
and purple. Each color displays its
been selected for the Curtain
talents in dance and pantomime
club's spring production, Arsenic
to appropriate music such as
and Old Lace to be given May 10,
"Rhapsody in Blue" and "Deep
11 and 12. Many of those appearPurple." Black tries a sneak attack
ing in this play have never beand is driver! away, but gilt and
fore appeared in a major Ursinus
twinkle (gold and silver) trickle
production.
in to add their sparkle to the paMembers of the cast and their
geant.
The nominating committee of
roles are: Mary Lou Henry, Abby
Written by Bio Major
Brewster;
Douglas MacMullen, the Y met Wednesday night to
Rev. Mr. Harper; Murray Grove, select candidates for officers for
The author of the 1951 pageant,
'l'eddy Brewster; Emile Schmidt, the coming year.
Ruth Feidler, is a biology major
The cabinet will have to approve
Dr. Einstein; William Helfferich,
from Northampton, Pa. Ruth is a
Omcer Brophy; Gene Pascucci, this list before the election to be
member of Meistel'singers, the
Officer Klein; Marjorie Justice, held in May, when all those active
chapel choir, Pre-Med society, and
Elaine Harper; Howard Rob el'ts, in the Y or those planning to beis secretary of Phi Alpha Psi sorcome active members may take
ority.
The knowledge that murder is Mortimer Brewster; Len Abel, Mr.
Chairmen of the various pro- imminent and the effect of psy- Gibbs; William Degerberg, Lt. part in. the election.
The members of the nominating
duction committees for May day chology on a mal'riage are the Rooney; Nelson Weller, Mr. Witherexplained the functions of their themes of the two one-act plays spoon; and Bucky Ross, Officer committee are: Jeanne Loveland
committees, and students signed to be presented as a double bill by O'Hara. Hal Terres has been ten- '53; Kitty Lyttle '53; Boyd ScheUup for the committees at the the Curtain club APl'il 3, at 7: 15 tatively cast as Jonathan Brewster. hase '52; Willard Wetzel '51; Paul
meeting and later
in
th~ir in the Thompson-Gay gymnasium. The role of Martha Brewster has Scheirer '51; Marilyn Miller '51 ;
Bob Herber '51 and Mabel Faust
not yet been assigned.
dorms. Tryouts for roles in the
on the bill will be Fright,
'51.
May pageant will be held soon af- a First
Marjorie
Taylor
'51
will
be
stumystery directed by William
Retreat to be May 4, 5, 6
ter vacation.
dent
director.
Marjorie
has
been
a
Degerberg and featuring James
Also
on Wednesday night the
member
of
the
Curtain
club
for
Paynter to Man.a ge Pageant
Scott, George Michaels, Nelson
cabinet met and discussed plans
To weld the many parts of May Weller, Jeanne Stewart and Janice fo~r years and was just admitted for
the spring retreat. The date
to Alpha Psi Omega honorary draDay into one coordinated program Pastprious.
was set as May 4, 5 and 6, but the
matic
fraternity.
She
has
starred
require the services of numerous
Production head is Susanne
of the camp has not yet
committees and their chairmen. Deitz; the following committee in Uncle Harry and Pygmalion and location
been announced.
Chairman of the day is Mary Mc- heads are working with her: stag- done various committee work.
Students Attend Work-Camp
(Continued on page 6)
All members of the cast will
ing and lighting, James DeLuca
The Social Responsibilities comand Isobel Helfferich; properties, meet tomorrow night at 8 in Super
mission's most recent project was
DEBATERS TO ATTEND PARLEY Mary Jane Allen; program, Mabel House.
a work-camp in Philadelphia last
Faust; and publicity, Irene SchThe annual Benjami!l Franklin weitzer.
'LANTERN' OUT WEDNESDAY weekend.
Debating conference wlll b~ held
The second play will be a psy"
Those students who went from
Aprll 6 and 7 a.t st. J.oseph ~ COl-I chological -comedy, Suppressed De- .The sp~m~ ISsue of the Lantern Ursinus are: Lois Glessner '54, Edylege, Philadelphla. Ursmus will be sires. Jonni Graf is the director of wlll be dIStrlbuted Wednesday, the the Carter '53, Dave Kinsey '52,
represented by Major Frederick A'I a cast made up of Rboda Blumen-I staff announced this week. The is- Ken Mammel '52, Jay Ely '52, and
Bowen '51 and Richard Hector '54, thaI Barbara Powell and Ed Ab- sue is reported to be one of the Don Crispin '52.
affirmative, and Clara Hamm ' 52 1ram~on.
largest to come out in recent
Mykola Saporoschenko has been
and Jeanne Stewart '52, negative.
(Continued on page 6)
years.
scheduled to speak to the SRC in
April on seasonal traditions in the
Ukraine.
Marriage Films to be Shown
On Wednesday night at 6:45, the
Kathy Haney '51, Marilyn Engel- Social Responsibility Commission
man '54, Charles Pritchard '52, will sponsor three short films on
Jack Christ '51, and Bill Van Horn marriage in S-12 for the benefit of
'51 will play the leading roles in anyone interested. The titles of
the spring operetta, HMS Pinafore the films are, "It Takes All Kinds,"
"This Charming Couple,"
and
by Gilbert and Sullivan.
(Continued on page 6)
Kathy Haney is cast as Little
Buttercup, a buxom peddler-woman
who falls in love with the Com- 'Seventh Heaven' to be Theme
mander of the HMS Pinafore, Cap- Of Junior Prom April 20
tain Corcoran, played by Jack
I Christ. The Captain's daughter, "Seventh Heaven" w1ll be the
Josephine, who falls in love with unique theme for the annual JunRalph
Rackstraw,
played
by ior Prom at Sunnybrook Friday
Charles Pritchard. and Able Sea- evening, April 20. Music fOr the
man on the HMS Pinafore, will be formal dance will be provided by
played by Marilyn Engelman.
Clarence Fuhrman and his orBill Van Horn is The Right Hon- chestra. Marie Janson and Dick
orable Sir Joseph Porter, First Kiszonas are co-chairmen of the
Lord of the Admiralty, and his decorating committee.
I Cousin Hebe will be played by The committee for selection of
I Louise Bornemann '51.
the Junior Prom Queen, headed by
~ The cast of other. principal roles Norman Cohen, is already circulatconsists of Gene Glick '51, the ing petitions. Any girl of the
I roguish Able Seaman Dick Dead- junior class may be nominated by
eye; Jay Ely '52 the Boatswain's a petition with 15 signatures. The
OPERE'Pl'A PRINCIPALS - PrinCipals in the forthcoming
Mate, Bill Bobstay; and Gordon male population of the junior class
operetta, "HMS Pinafore," are: front, left to right, Jack Christ,
Tait '53 the Carpenter's Mate, Bob will vote April 11 and the results
Marilyn Engelman, Kathryn Haney, Louise Bornemann; back. Gene
Becket.
wlll be kept secret until the night
Glick, Gordon Tait, Charles Pritcpard; Jay Ely and Bill Van Horn.
(Continued on paKe 6)
of the dance.

Spring Play Cast
Headed by Henry,
MacMullen, Grove

Plays Feature
Intense Drama

---

I

Student Vocalists to Appear in 'HMS Pinafore'

l

YM-YW Committee
Plans Nomination

THE URSINUS WEEKLY

PAGE TWO

EDITORI~L
The End -

Purposive Educa1ion

Acquiring a college education Is a bus iness of considera ble importance and, like any good business, it s hould be subject to periodic
invenLories. Not the least best time to con duct .;such catharsis Is t he
end of one's editorship.
As a means to an end rather than an end in itself, a coll ege
education is training for the fut ure . It is preparation for coping with
the problems of decisions which will face us later. To fulfill such a
fu nction it must be dominated by a purpose a nd constitute for us
som ething gl'eater than t he sum of its parts.
The data we acquire and the partlcular tasks we perform In the
course of our daily college routi nes will soon be lost to our memori es.
Resident only will be the attitudes and techniques.
Th.is shelJls importance of consid.erable magnitude 011 our
attitudes and actions here at Ursinus, for they act as a ba.rometer
with which to predict attitudes and actions to come.
One of the f oremost attribu tes we should possess before we leave
coll~ge is a high respect for opinions different from our own .
Cer tainly we huma ns shall ever bring divergent views to many si tuations.
Therefore it is n ot t h e fact t ha t we differ t hat is important, but wh at
we do in consequence of th ese differences.
Young people in gener al a nd college students in particular are
highly critical. A coll ege educat ion which purposes to prepare people
in a Christian m an ner for their station in life should give high
priority t o instilling in us the importance of respecting the next
fellow 's views.
Such respect is a mark of Q"l.aturity and. the key to progress.
Intolerance avaiJeth naught and often loeapeth needless malcontent.
A purposive college educa tion might well also stress respect and
courtesy for the ot h er person's rights and privileges. Undoubtedly
table manners at Ursinus have degenerated in recent years, and yet
we constantly ask the waiter s and waitresses, for example, for more
service. Is it proper to demand more of others if we ourselves fail to
return, or even advance, an equal amount? Yet in this and similar
fashion we constantly rationalize our actions to the extent that we
criticise the other person instead of ourselves.
All of t hese considera tions should, of course, be effected almost
automatically by the "benign influence." Obviously, and unfortunately,
this infiuence is too often conspIcuous by its absence. Nothing attests
to this more vividJy than the fact that any reference to religion or
profession thereof is wIdely ridiculed and jeered. Christianity to a
church- related college should mean more than a mere label. It should
indeed make it.s infiuence felt in all quarters of the campus - especially during the Lenten season, during the approach to the church
year's greatest day, Easter.
But not all is discouraging. Indeed, in none of the last four
years have we seen as much spirit and activity as was displayed
here since last September.
This was especially discernible at athletic contests, where bettel'than-average teams were spurred on to victory by the support of the
student body, support for which no small .amount of credit is due the
spirit committee and the students themselves .
One of 'the outstanding projects of the year was ~he rejuvenation
of the Rec Center by the Y's Campus Affairs' commission. The inc~.'eased facilities and longer hours both contributed immeasurably to
improved recreational opportunity. The Center has at last assumed
its proper role in campus life.
Such are our observations of the various aspects of a college
education. At a church-related college the educa.tion must be one
with a purpose coincident with Christian ideals. We trust that such
it is and shall remain.
With the next issue of the "Weekly" on April 9 the incoming
editor assumes her duties. We extend to her our heartiest congratulations and sincere best wishes for a successful year.
She has contributed much to the pages of the Weekly and has
shown that Ursinus can antiCipate a better-than-ever paper.
We would like, also, to thank all those who have contributed to
the production of the paper during the past year, especially the
members of the editorial staff who gave so freely of theil' time and
talent. Their efforts made possible the production of your paper and
represented the sacrifice of far more time than most people realize.
Their's was a job well-done .

• • • • •
Lenten Thoughts

Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection, and the life: he th~t
believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live. - John 11 :25.

SOCIETY NOTES
Howse - Pattison
Miss Winifred Mary Pattison,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
E. Pattison of Broadlawn, Paoli,
became the bride 'of Philip Chase
Howse, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
W. Howse III of Exton, Pa., Saturday afternoon at 4 in the Church
of the Good Samaritan, Paoli, Pa.
Miss Pattison, better known by
her nickname, Pat, was a senior
at Ursinus last year. Her attendants were the matron of honor,
Mrs. John L. Bowers, fOl·merly
Jeanne Daniels '50, and the brides-

maids, Mrs. John S. Grauch '50.
Miss Francis Roberts and Miss Virginia Howse.

. ,. . ,.

Howse - Lindberg
Mrs. Alice lII,1. Lindberg of Upper
Darby announces the engagement
of her daughter, Thelma, to Mr.
James W. Howse nI, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Howse, of Exton, Pa.
Miss Lindberg '51 presides over
the hall presidents. Mr. Howse '49,
has just received his master's degree from the University of Pennsylvania and is working at the Personal Finance Company at West
Chester, Pa.
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THE MAIL BOX
To th e Editor:
Since the printin g of a letter in last week's
We kly s taling the existence of so-called "spllt.s
and coalitions" In the recent football captaincy
elec(,ion , I fee l it my du ty as president of the
Intarfrat ernity coun cil and the Varsity club
and as a mem ber of the footb a ll squad to write
a reply to the accusations stated. I would like
to state here th at I find it n ecessary to restrain
myself from replyin g in th e vernacular of the
Anglo-Sa xon .
Fi rst, con trary Lo the statement made In
th e editorial by " the editor-for-this-lssue" who
seems to believe tha t someone is trying to infrin ge on the fr eedom of the press, there was
absolutely no "demand" on the editor to reveal
t he content of th e letter before it went to press.
A "request" was made that if the letter contained anything generally detrimental to the
student body, the college, the captains elect,
t he football team , the fraternities, etc., that
t he contents be weighed very carefully before
it was published. As a result, there was a general und erstandin g between t.be persons involved that the letter shouldn't be printed because of its undesirable attitude. It was printed
anyway .
In regards to the lofty ideals of the universal editorial or free preS8 polley, may it be
brought to the attention of the editorial staff
that there is a difference between the "free
press" that prints anything handed to them
"parrot style" and the "free press" that carefully considers whether the information to be
printed is fit to print or is in anyway harmful
to the general well-being of society .
Had the person who wrote this letter been
present during the election, he would have seen
how preposterous the whole idea was. I'm not
aware of his source of information, but it certainly wasn't reliable. Here are the cold facts
as they actually happened. Before the election
began, a motion was made by a senior member
of the squad, who isn't a representative of either
of the fraternities accused of "dirty politics,"
that co-captains be elected for next year. The
idea was unanimously defeated. Next a primary election was held in order to reduce the
eligible number of candidates to a workable
number of three or four . This w~s accomplished
and the list was reduced to three men . The
final election was held and quite by coincidence
the highest number of votes was received by
two candidates, with the third man very close
behind . Without anyone knowing between
whom the tie existed, the idea was again presented as to the desirability of having cocaptains because of the unusual outcome of the
voting. Because of this situation, it was unanimously decided that co-captains wf)uld be
desirable. In addition, a coalition between
fraternities at this election would have been
impossible because 25 percent of the eligible
voters were non-fraternity members and still
another 15 percent were not members of the
so-called "coalition fraternities ."
Not to distract in any way from the cocaptains elect, this import.ant fact probably had
a great deal to do with the outcome of the
election; the third candidate has just recently
enlisted in the U.S. Air Corps. On inquiring
among most of the voters, I found this point a
deciding factor in the election . How do you
feel that letter must have made two swell fellows
feel? I'll assure you not very good .
The author of the letter may have had a
legitimate gripe had he just complained about
the general outcome of the election - period.
But when he ' dragged in "dirty politics," his
point of legitimatcy went astray. It is my strong
conviction that the entire reproach is a pigment
of the very warped imagination of a frustrated
adolescent- and nothing more.
Respfctfully yours,
Stephen A. Muench '51
{Thanks, steve, for presenting the other
side of the story. Please remember, though,
that your report of what occurred last Friday
in the Weekly office is obviously second-hand
and apparently distorted. We were there and
prefer our first-hand account of what transpir-.
ed. We made no promise or general understanding to withhold the letter.
It was not only a matter of "weighing very
'carefully" the contents; we also have an obligation to our readers. The controversy centered
not so much around the content of the letter,
but around the practice of printing it with or
w.1thout a signature-and this decision is the.
editorial staff's.-Ed.,

....

To the Editor:
If the student body is as democratic as they
would have themselves believe, we cannot see
how they could help but support the action of
the Weekly editorial staff when they chose to
print the dissenting opinion of one of the
student bodr in regard to the election of the.
football co-captains. We neither agree nor disagree with the opinion of the letter, but we do
whole-heartedly support the editorial staff's
choice ' of maintaining any students right to
expreS8 himself in thiB paper.
W. Burkhardt, Lew Cresse, Bob Healy, Roger
Drechsler, Dick McKey, Wa1nwrlght Diehl

To the Editor :
Two articles appearing in the Urslnus Weekly
of Monday, March 12, have prompted me to
express some opinions of my own.
'}'o begin, let me say that the coaches are
highly pleased with the result.s of the election.
Two fin er choices could not have been made.
Furthermore, we would h a ve been just as proud
to have anyone or combination of the other
eligibles to lead our team next fall. Each one
of them worked and played and sacrificed in a
manner befi tting a participant in this great
American gam e of footb all. We were proud to
coach them . We would be equally proud to
call anyone of them our captain.
I am in full agreement with the anonymous
writer's views concerning the place and stature
of fraternities at Ursin us , but I cannot accept
his premise that they played any part in the
election results.
The decision t o have co-captains was made
after a tie vote resulted . To have been able to
fOl'esee how each individual present was to vote,
to . anticipate possible absentees, and then to
line up the votes accordingly woUld have called
for remarkable astuteness, nay, great psychic
powers not present among our football players,
smart as they are.
Furthermore, I am unswerving in my belief
that no member of the football team would
prostitute his personal integrity anct honor and
that of his school by partiCipating in such a
contemptible, degrading, immoral, and unAmerican practIce.
Let us hope that the letter has s~ved a
useful purpose. Let us hope that the editorial
policy of the Weekly of maintaining a free
press has been served. As I see it, however, it
has "served" also in the following ways:
1. Cast clisrepute upon the integrity of each
member of the football team in particular, and
fraternities in general.
2. Possibly, (but not probably, undermined
the "Spirit" of the team. A tremendous amout
of time and effort on the part of the coaches,
players, pep committee, student body, and yes,
in a big way, the Ursin us Weekly, went into
bu1lding that spirit. Why break it down?
3. Caused a great deal of undeserved embarrassment to the three individuais in particular and the team and fraternities In general.
4. Since the paper enjoys a circulation outside our school among the Alumni and among
other schools, doubt, suspicion and discredit
well may be cast upon our school.
I do not presume to suggest editorial policy.
That is not within my province. Yet, it seems
to me that an editorial board should be guided
by a sense of perspective and proportion; a
sense of discrimination in regards to freedom
and license, truth and fiction, fact and fallacy.
Did anyone take the trouble to substantiate the
story?
The editorial gives the impression that the
Weekly office was "stormed" by selfish interest
groups. I can't speak for any visit but my own,
which, I believe was leisurely, quiet, friendly and
courteous. The letter was given to me quite
readily, I don't recall "demanding" it. I believe my observations were quite temperate in
contrast to those coming from a friendly, partisan Weekly staff. They seemed vigorously and
uniformly opposed to the letter. In fact, one
prominent member threatened to resign if the
letter were printed. The remarks attributed to
the interest groups were coming quite freely
from the group in the Weekly room, most of
whom, I believe, were staff members. I made no
remarks concerning suppression of the letter
except to say they were free to print it or not
as far as I was concerned, but to allow me to
reply in turn. I take issue with the editorial
merely to clarify my own partiCipation.
In conclusion, I hope the whole issue is
dropped at this time. I, for one, will engage in
no more pen and ink duscussions, but will be
glad to sit down with any party or group to talk
at further length.
May I assure you that no rancor is felt, nor
,was any malice intended.
Yours for a better Ursinus.
Sincerely,
Ray Gurzynski, Coach of Football.

.....

(We are very glad to print Mr. Gurzynski's
letter and have him explain just how the election
for football captainS took place. However, his
four numbered charges against the Weekly seem
to us a misrepresentation since in the edItorIal
we explained our neutral position as to the contents of the letter and merely set forth our
policy concerning the publishing of it. Certainly
.the Ursinus football team can withstand any
criticism-in this case Mr. Gurzynski has proved
that it was unjus~without losing its tine spirit
,or becoming embarrassed. There are few organlzllt10ns that can escape the inevitable "sour
grapes" and we believe the football team is able
to stand up under it. We reassure them of
Weekly suppor~both to team and co-captalna.
The words "stormed" and "demand" did not
refer to Mr Gurzynski's vWt to the Wee1d7
oftice. There were other visits and we regret
thJ.s was not clear to hlm.-Ed.-l
0
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Robert Thompson's Death -T~~;;~C~;~.;t~TIl~~:~~~Z 'Miller Selected to Coach
'51 U·
· Squad
rSlnus Tennis
W as '10 Campus T ragedy '
l

b~

Don Stauffer '51
You may remember that one-half of the old gymnasium is named
after George Gay '13. The other half of the edifice at the lower end
of the campus is dedicated to the name of Robert Thompson.
Thompson was also an outstanding athlete and scholar. He was
a huge man, standing six feet tall and weighing close to 180 pounds.
Thompson matriculated fro m
Slippery Rock Normal School, where
On January 11, 1915, the now
he first learned the art of playing completed cage was the site of the
tackle. In his very first year at first Ursinus basketball game. On
Ursinus Thompson was assigned a this evening Ursinus defeated
varsity position.
Drexel 42-25 .
This was the era of powerful UrThe cage was only a one-story
sinus teams. Thompson's brother, structure without the present dressKerr, was on the team. Ed Bron- ing rooms. There was no central
some, who was recently featured heating system, for stoves in each
in Time magazine was an end on of the four corners of the building
these teams. The 1910 squad with supplied the heat. The cage was
Thompson at right tackle defeated used for basketball and other
sports until 1927. Tluoughout this
powel'ful Penn 8 - 5 . . .
In January of hIS senIOr ye.ar, period the building was known as
Thompson contracted a case of dlP- the Thompson Memorial cage.
theria, but by March the d.ark
On May 16, 1927, the freshman
handsome athlete was greatly Im- class held a meeting to discuss the
proved. On the seventh of the problem of increasing the facilimonth Thompson entered the ties of the field cage. The result
East Dining hall to eat the even- was that the freshman class
ing meal. Th?mpson choked on a pledged $15,000 towards the erecparticle of h18 foo? ~ellow stu- tion of an improved gymnasium.
dents rushed to h18 aId, he was The Ursinus Alumni Athletic club
led outside. and up to his room. and the athletic council of the colBy the time his classmates got him lege joined in the efforts. The reto his room Thompson was dead. suIt is the present Thompson-Gay
Students Shocked
gymnasium named in honor of
The students of the college were these two fine Ursinus athletes.
shocked by the news. Thompson
was one of the most popular men
A. W. Z I M MER MAN
of his class. A math major, he had
intended to embark on a career of
Jeweler
civil engineering following graduation. Following the catastrophe
339 Main st., Collegeville
brothel' Kerr accompanied his WATCH & CLOCK REPAIRING
brother's body to their home just
outside of Butler.
On· April 9th, 1912, the college
officials formulated plans to build
a field cage so that Ursinus could
participate in basketball. Three
days later a student mass meeting
was held and a motion was made
to name the proposed field cage
in honor of Thompson. John B.
Price, athletic director and coach
of those great Ursinus teams was
named head of the fund raising
committee. The goal was $2,000.
It was mainly through the effort
of Price that the money was raised.
By December of 1912 the Robert
Thompson Memorial Field cage
was nearly completed. In the spring
of 1913 the baseball team used the
new field cage for baseball practice.

Track Squad Loses
Three Star Runners
With three big names missing
from this year's roster it looks like
rough running for the track team.
The '50 squad amassed a total of
334 points, and this trio of seniors,
Joe Shaw, Russ Binder, and Bill
Turner, rolled up better than a
third of that total. Bindel' held
a three-year monopoly over the
dashes. Shaw was the man to beat
in the 880 and in the mile. And
versatile Turner led the field a
good part of the time in the
hurdles, both high and low, and
in the pole vault.
But the outlook isn't entirely
black. Bill Helfferich and Bob
swett should carry a lot of weight
in the shot-put and discus. Don
Cumpstone, who has thrown the
javelin farther than anybody in
the school's hiltory, will be back to
try and throw it a little farther.
There is Randy DeWitt who is
scheduled to emerge from the
shadow cast over the pole vault
by Turner in past years. In the
two-mUe we find the old work
horse,Herm Lintner. Paul Scheirer
should step into Shaw's shoes, and,
if his leg mends in time, Ralph
Ziegler is the logical replacement
for Binder. Soph Jack Weaver has
stUl to reach his peak in 1;he vertical leap. Returnees to the 440 are
Roy Foster and up-and-coming Bill
Fischer.
Prominent newcomers are Gene
Haag, Dick Eschbach, John Gruber, Floyd Fellows, and Dick Cheesman, to name just a few.
Founded 1698

EBtablJshed 1701

PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL
"Oldest Hotel in America"

BaDqueg & Pa~
Private Dlnlng ROQma
Phone 9611
Collegeville, Pa.

out for the tennis team on
Tuesday at 12:3_0
in_Room 6.

1
1

_

Girls, Boys to Play Ball;
WAA to Reap Benefi ts

j

Dr Eugene H. Miller, popular leI' likes to recall the time that he
Political Science professor and and Dr. Mattern were playing on
prominent lecturer, has been select- the local cow·ts. The pair was aped as coach of the 1951 tennis proached by the tennis coach at
team. He will fill the post vacated that time. "Mattern might have
At a meeting of the Women's by Charles Matlack. Although he been a tennis player," quiped the
Athletic assocIation held March has placed himself in retirement old pro, "but Miller would never be
15, it was decided that a basketball
one."
game will be played between the
Such criticism never dimmed
his passion for the game. Dr.
boys' and girls' teams Wednesday
Miller proved his worthiness for
at 7 p.m. in the T-G gym. Twentythe job of tennis mentor by defive cent donations will be taken.
Joan Leet '54 and Nancy Laib '54
I feating Everett Bailey, the athletic director. The professor adds
w~ll collect ~onations. .E~ch team
WIll wear Its own ongll1al costhat so convincing was the victumes. It was proposed that each
tory that "Ace" never requested a
return match and, instead, found
me~ber of the bo~s' .team wear a
badminton a sport more to his likboxll1g .glove on hIS. f?ght han? as
a ha~d.lCap. A publ.lcltr commIttee
ing.
conslstmg of Jen Pnce 54 and Rose
Dr. Miller has announced a meetReininger '54 ~a~ selected to make
ing for all ~nnis candidates on
posters t? publICIZe the ga~e ..
Tuesday. All those in terested in
playing or managing should attend.
TentatIve plans for a pICnlC to
Practice will begin next week.
be held in May and a .sale of so~ks
Returning fOl' the season opener
to be held after sprmg vacatIOn
with Haverford on April 18 are
were discussed. Joan Hitchner '53
three lettermen: Paul Jones, Jack
will be in charge of the sock sale
Humbert and Joe Benanotti. Dr.
commiltee.
Miller encourages any freshmen
==============
with or without experience to try
out for the team.
As to winning matches, our new
coach has a "secret weapon" - a
Dr. Eugene H. Miller
bright plaid jacket, which if he
wears to the tennis contests will
Ice Cream Sh9Ppes
from the courts, Dr. Miller is an- undoubtedly blind our opponents.
and Restaurants
xious to share his tennis enthusiasm with all those who enjoy play"FOOD FOR ALL TIMES"
Famous 28 Flavors of Ice Cream ing the game.
Up to the last war, Dr. Miller
MINNICK'S RESTAURANT
OPEN DAILY 7 a.m. to Midnight played tennis at the Penn Mount
and Soda Fountain
country club. But it is here at
Route 422
TI'appe, Pa.
Ursinus that he claims his great- Main Street
Pottstown 1429
est tennis achievements. Dr. MilClosed all day Monday

Howard Johnson's

LUCKIES TASTE BEITER
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE !
Fine tobacco-and only fine tobacco-can
give you the perfect mildness and rich taste
that make a cigarette completely enjoyable.
And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. So if
you're not happy with your present brand
(and a 38-city survey shows that millions are
not), switch to Luckies. You'll find that
Luckies taste better than any other cisarette. Be Happy-Go Lucky today!

L.S./M.F.T - Lucky Sfrike
Means Fine Tohacco
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'South Pacific' Remains Work of Art Worth Waiting For
by Joanne Nolt '53

/

When you hold tickets for South the Hit Parade at one time and Than SprIngtime" was my favorfor a long, long time, you nearly everyone, except maybe ite.
also hold your breath in hopes Russians or Eskimos, has heard of
The costumes for the show were
I.h a t no catas trophe prevents you "Some Enchanted Evening" or CIA appropriate though not glamorous
from reaching the Majestic theatre Wondel'ful Guy" or "Bali Ha'1." A or exotic. Miss Martin Is far from
a few moment.s before the curtain stage shampoo has become a com- being a dramatic actress who could
rises on this popular Broadway hit. man event. I was just one out play Lady Macbeth, and yet her
On April 7, 1949, this show adapted of two and half million people own way of bouncing around on
from James Michener's novel, with wIlo have seen the show and it the stage matches the lUt of the
music and lyrics by the incompar- I may be very trite to repeat that tunes. In her blue" denim shorts
able Richard Rodgers and Oscar it,'s a wonderful show, but it is, and a sloppy straw hat or an oyerHammerstein, opened to bring and I loved every moment of it. seized sailor's suit, she certainly
fame to its creators and stars and I The plot of the story is fairly gives you that feeling that she ena pleasant glow into the hearts of well known . Nurse Nellie (Mary joys every moment of her work.
the audience.
Martin) from Little Rock, Arkansas,
The sets vary from the disorder
..,... ~' <ItI-'I'd heard all the stories about falls in love with the suave French of a naval base to the strange
the ticket scarcity and the black planter Emile de Beque (Ray Mid- beauty of a tropical island. Prop... ..--~--:~-----~
market prices, so I really didn't dleton) who lives on an island erties are extensive and include
..~.~ .
mind the wait from July to Feb- occupied by the U.S. Navy in the such things as "genuine human
ruary for my seat to this show last war. The characters are all so skulls" and "saxy grass skirts"
"They tell me this Ja t experiment in physics is pretty rough!"
which critics were hailing as the very human and there is a much which Bloody Mary (Juanita Hall)
most outstanding of 1949 and 1950' 1deeper philosophical outlook on tries to sell to the seabees. Byron
It is one of the few shows which life in the story than I had real- McCormick, as one or' the sailors,
has kept most of the members of ized. Fortunately the comic mom- is a character, through
and
the original cast, even though now ents are well timed. The secondary through. It is he and his buddies
Enzio Plnza is well on his way to- plot of the tragic love between a who agree "there is nothing lIke
ward a Hollywood career.
Marine (WUliam Talbert) and the a dame." The sailors all want to
South Pacific is a work of art lovely native girl, Liat (Betta st. reach Ball Ha'i, a magical island
by Robert Jordan '51
and it has broken records In prac- I John), provides some very touch- and when Bloody Mary describes
"What is your main concel'n I'll go to the Drug .. ." (Bob Grant) ticaUy every field of entertain- ling, but not overly sentimental, it so vividly in her solo, you feel
at the moment? " is a broad ques"It's always too late for some- ment. Four of its songs were on scenes. Talbert's solo, "Younger
(Continued on page 6)
tion. The concerns of Ursinus thing." (Lizanne Waite)
students, though not surprising, "T. S. Eliot? You don't have to :::=~~~~~~~=====:::====~======~=:::::=============:;::
are llluminating, and show that swear about it!" (Bill Degerburg)
" ... if you accept $25 and the
college students really are interested In the more gracious side of bill is $50 . . . ?" (Loren Zimmerliving. The Ursinus problems are
not ones of clothing, shelter and man)
sex. No indeed! They are pre"Will you yell all over the store
dominately of studies, food and if I ask for another ice cream
money, which undeniably bring us cone?" (Irene Schweitzer)
higher on the ladder of human
"I guess I'll romp off to the Ubrefinement. Unsollicited rumin- rary .. ." (Fred Baas)
atlon gives a good idea of the kind
"Do you know anything about
of details involved , and a cross- poetry?" (Jonni Graf)
section of them follows :
"What's on your mind? - quick
now!" (Bob Healey)
" ... the weather has changed."
"Could we leave a note for Miss
Stahr . .. ?" (Audrey Harte)
(Jim Morgan)
"Is 'superannuated" one word?"
"Here _ we'll gIve you a job,
(Jean Rinear)
Ed . . . " (Ron Frankel)
"Are you taking all those dough"You were shocked, I'm sure."
nuts?" (Dan Giangiulio)
(Nancy Wiseman)
"If there's one thing I always do
" ... yeah ..." (Dave Winther)
it's go to bed early." (Ditty Yost)
"Tea ten cents- without lemon?" Knitting Supplies - GlWIBware
(Sue Deitz)
Notions - Cards
"There's a very interesting article
COLLEGEVILLE
about elephants in the current
Geographic." (David Hallstrom)
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
478 Mabrr street
"Do I smell of sauerkraut?"
Collegeville, Pa.
(Edna Markey)
"Women are a problem- I think
Phone 6061
lona C. Schatz
Pac~tlc

----- ----

Students Feel Press of Daily Problems;
Studies, Food and Money Predominate

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 15 ••• THE

LONG-WaTTLED
UMBRELLA BIRD

"They must think
I don't have enough sense
to get out of the rain!"

It made L.

W. madder than a wet hen when they

asked him to judge cigarette mildness by taking one puff, one huff, one whiff or
one sniff. Our common sense friend enjoys a good smoke too much ever to
settle on any brand in such a snap-judgment way! For him and for millions
In Chicago, Illinois, a favorite
gathering spot of students at Loyola
University is the Union Lounge because it is a cheerful place-full of

like him, there's only one convincing way to test cigarette mildness.

It'8 the Sensible Te8t . .. the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke

friendly university atmosphere.

-on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments

And when the gang gathers around,

needed! After you've enjoyed Camels-and only Camels-

ice-cold Coca-Cola gets the call. For
here, as in university haunts everywhere-Coke belongs.
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BonLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA·COLA COMPANY IY

THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTl'LlNG CO-

e 1951, Th. Coca·CoIa Company

for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste),
we believe you will know why •••

More People Smoke Ca...els
'haa any

o"'.r cigar.He!
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ISwi~i~~ T;a~ D~fealS P~n~sylvania
By Capturing Four First Place Honors
The Ul'sinus college women's swimming team turned in its t hi rd
victory in seven meets by downing th e Universit y at Pen nsylvania
by Ford Bothwell '51
34- 23 in the Norristown YWCA tank on March 17.
Miss Waldo's mermaids took - Scanning the various . mythical foul' first place honors as well as
basketball teams that have been three second places and a third.
selected since the close of the I Sally Lumis captured first place
••
season, we note that Bruin co- l in the 40 yard freestyle and Joan
captain and all-around standout, I Compton took a first in the 40
Don Young, .was awarded an hon- yard breaststroke.
arable mentlOn berth on the AsAlso winning first places for Ur.
sodated P:e~ ~ll-state Sq~ad last sinus were t:he medley team conThe final statistics on the basweek. ThIS 1S mdeed a fittmg aw- sisting of Ann Van Elswyk, Joan ketball teams of the Philadelphia
ard to that ~teadY workman who Compton and Jean Cilley ; and the district have been released. Bill
was such a v1tal cog iI.l this year's freestyle relay squad consisting of Mlkvy, Temple ace, capture~ the
successful team, and It was an Ann Marzahl, Kay Hood, Jean C11- individual scoring honors WIth a
grand total of 731 points. Mlkvy ,
even greater honor when you con- ley and Sally Lumis.
Joan Strode gave the home team who averaged 29.3 markers per
sider that PMC's Al Ingber was the
only other player from our league 3 points by finishing second to contest, played in five less games
who was honored.
,
Penn's Mary Supplee in the diving than runner-up Bill Hennessey of
However, a glance at the AU- department. The Quakers' only Villanova, yet scored 63 more
Philadelphia District Team chosen other first place honor came in the point..c:;.
a few · days later by the Philadel- 50-yard yard backstroke when EdMlkvy also led in number of
phia Basketball Writer's associ a- ith Taylor finished in front of field goals with 303 and in foul
tlon shows that neither Young nor Anna Van Elswyk of Ursinus. An- shot..c:; with 125. The only other
any other Bear performer received other second place winner was Bev player to hit the century mark
recognition. Included in this vot- Syvertsen in the 40 yard breast- from the foul line was Al Derago
lng were Drexel's Al MacOart, stroke, while Ann Marzahl ftnish- of PhUa. Textile with 108.
Haverford's Sol Tollin and Swarth- ed in the third slot in the 40 yard
Big Bob Swett, Bruin center,
more's Joe Carroll, all fine cage- freestyle.
placed 18th in district scoring with
men, but it is difficult for us to
272 points and 10th in game averconceive why a team like Ursinus
age with 15.1. Three other players
with a better than average record
from the Southern Division of the
was ignored. Certainly Young deMiddle Atlantic conference finished
served consideration if he was good
in the top twenty. Sol TolUn of
Haverford with 301 total point..c:;
enough to place ' on the All-State
Team, not to mention Bob Swett,
Last Monday the Ursinus girls' and a 21.5 game average placed
high-scoring pivotman.
basketball team suffered their 12th. Al MacCart of Drexel finishfirst loss of the season as they ed 14th with an average of 17.3
And while we're discussing
were defeated by the Temple co- per contest on 295 points. Placing
basketball it is interesting to
eds 32-37.
17th was Swarthmore's Joe Carn6te that F & M's sC)ph6more
Never far behind their oppon- roll with 280 counters and a 12.2
star, Walt Lentz, was the counents the Belles were unable to close average.
try's rebound leader in the
the gap. The forwards displayed
The Villanova Wildcats took first
small college ranks this season
a pre-game tenseness whIch did place honors in Team Statistics by
with a mark of 20.6. Also
not seem to wear off as the game tallying 2173 points on 829 field
ranked high in scoring and
progressed. Shots that were des- goals and 515 fouls for an average
assists, Lentz set a new Diptined to be sure paint-gainers for of 72.4. Ursinus is found in the
lomat sC6ring reco.rd in his
Ursin us rolled around the rim and 7th plJice slot with a game average
tint varsity season with a total
dropped into play again. The of 66.7 on 1200 total points. The
6f 352 p6intS and a 19.5 pointsBelles actually scored two more Bears scored 459 times from the
per-game average.
field goals than Temple; however, fioor and 282 from the foul circle.
they were outdistanced by their
Only two teams in the district
'" '" '"
Deserving a lot of praise for the opponents on the foul line. Nancy scored over a hundred points In
planning and work involved in this Vadner was high for Ursinus with a single contest. Temple defeated
year's Intramural Night are Ray thirteen points.
Glassboro Tech 111-86 and Ursinus
The guards played outstanding hit three digits by beating SusqueOurzynski and all those who have
games.
Adele
Boyd
had
a
big
as-,
been assisting him in this pr(}ject.
hanna 102-71.
The turnout of interested boxers signment guarding tall Joan Paul,
and wrestlers this year was the consistent scorer for
Temple.
y
UIZ
largest ever and necessitated the Adele not only held Joan to four
l'unning of semi-finals and even field goals, but also had numerous
Below are listed ten questions to
quarter-final matches in many of interceptions. Captain Betty Keythe weight classes. It's gratifying ser played her usual steady game test your knowledge of the world
to see such a program run well co-ordinating the efforts of the Ur- of sports. The questions are consinus defense, while Sal Parent cerned with sports of both local
and create so much interest.
aided the cause by controlling the and national interest.
'" '"
backboards.
- Count each question as 10 points.
While the major league teams
The Jayvee squad lost 33-26. If you get 100 points you may conare being put thro.ugh their
Joan Hitchner was high scorer for sider yourself an expert; 90 pOints
paces in sunny F1orida, Sieb
the second team with 13 counters. ranks you as a pro. You are an
Pancoast's squad has been
Playing outstanding games were average fan if you get 80; 70 points
w6rking 6ut daily on not-soEddie Seifert and Molly Sharp in means you're a good guesser. If
sunny Price Field. There are
the guard slots.
you get 60 or below, go back to your
many gaps to. be IDled in this
Ursinus
G. F. Pts. text books and forget about sports.
year's squad before it can hope
Vadner, forward .......... 6
1 13 Questions:
to rise to the heights enjoyed
Rittenhouse, forward.. 3
1
7
1. Who was the first Ursinus athby last season's nine. The 1950
Spencer, forward .......... 3
0
6
record 6f 10 and 4 was the best
MacKinnon, forward .. 2
0
4 lete to win eleven varsity letters?
c6mpiled by the Bears since
2. Columbia, Minnesota, Duke,
Friedlin, forward .......... 1
0
2
1922, when they equalled that
Harvard and Navy all have coaches
mark, and hadn't been bettered
32 who have played on what major
2
Totals .................... 15
sinee 1914's 13-.5 slate.
Temple totals ...... 13 11 37 league team?
Ul'sinus guards; Boyd, Keyser,
3. What player on the 1950 baseThe worst blow is the ineligibility or Ed Klein, who batted .367 Parent, Merrifield.
ball squad played all 14 games and
last year, led the team in hits,
led the team in batting?
doubles, triples and home runs,
4. Who was recently elected to
won three games on the mound
captain the 1951-52 basketball
without a loss and led the pitchteam?
ers in strikeouts with 23.. Last
5. How many points is a wrestseason's leading hurler, Big George
ling team given if the players fight
Saurman, has graduated, after winThe Ursinus badminton team
draw?
nlng five games and losing two. traveled to the University of Penn- to 6.a A.
B. (Happy) Chandler, who
His setbacks came at the hands
sylvania and defeated the Quak- was refused reelection as baseball
of two of the best collegiate pitch- ers 3-2. The locals won all three commissioner by Major League
ers in the business last year, Sw- of their singles matches, but club owners, is now being suggestarthmore's Dick Hall and Delaed for what position?
both doubles.
ware's Doc Green, the former best- dropped
7. What Ursinus athlete opened
Nancy Vadner had little trouble
ing George in eleven innings and in defeating Nancy Groseclose in the 1950 softball season by pitchthe latter by virtue of a home run.
the first singles match 11-7, 11-3. ing a no-hit, no-run game?
Captain Don Stauffer, Harry Adel Boyd, in the second singles,
8. What Yale swimming ace
Light, Blll Lampeter and Joe Walk- defeated Jonnie Mustrode 11-7, bettered the record in the national
er may help to fill the breach 11-4.
collegiate 1500-meter race on
among the chuckers, but some of
Sally Lumis dropped the first March 15.
the regulars who will be missed game to Marty Rice 6-11, but
9. Everyone knows a football
are outfielder Wayne Niedringhaus, came back to win the next two field is 300 feet long, but do you
inftelders Hap Hallingel', Bob Geh- by scores of 11-9 and 11-3.
know how wide it is?
man, Art Baron, Don Weisel and
Bal'bara Fox and Nancy Hall of
fiery catcher Dick Cherry. Light, Penn defeated Marjorie Justice and
a .346 hitter last year, Stauffer, Janice Christian in three games: COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
Don Young and hard-hitting Mel 7-15, 15-7, 2-15. In the second
Control your cash with a
smtthgall will probably see a lot doubles match Barb Loftus and
Special Checking Account.
of action in the garden, but the Cynthia Shoult scored two 15-6
Protect your valuables in
jnfteld Is wide open with only Don victories over Ursinus' Judy Wooda Safe Deposit Box.
Knott returning. Hal Henning and ruff and Barbara Landis.
"Rip" Christensen may handle the
oatchlng chores.
QUIIIIES LUNCHEONETTE
F08lltaiD Service Tasty Sandwiches
The battling Bruins have
quite a mark to shoot tor, but
Bot Platters - Bamburgers
Complete Automotive Benlce
\'rIth these regulars augmented
Juke Box Dancing - TV & Q Ball
5th Ave. & Ma1n St.
many prom.islng newcomers.
Ridge Plke (1 mi. E. Collegeville)
they should field a IKlrapping
CoUegevUle, Pa.
Open tll 1 a.m.-Frl, Sat, Sun. tll 2
tub, If not as outstanding as
previous one.

F·Igures R
Id
e ease
5 .
In DIstrict corIng;
Swett Places 18th

I

Temple Hands Gl·rls
FI.rst Court Defeat

Q'
'Weekl ' S
ports

.

Badminton Tearn Downs
Pennsylvania Squad, 3-2

KENNETH B. NACE

JUMP SHOT Marguerite Spencer attempts a one-handel'
as teammates Audrey Rittenhouse and Nancy Vadner look on.

Vadner's Last Minute Field Goal Defeats
Rosemont; Belles Trounce Albright 51-19
Rosemont Beaten, 37=36;
Vadner Tallies Fourteen

Spencer Scores 21 Points
In Rout of Albright Team
The girls' basketball team came I
back onto the winning path by
severely trouncing Albr~ght 51-19
on March 14 at 3:30 in T-G. gym.
Marguerite Spencer had 21 points
for the victors and Joanne Friedlin
10.
At the end of the first period Ursinus led 11-7, but the Belles soon
pulled away with Spence's three
field goals and Nancy Vadner's two
and at half-time it was 25-14. The
third quarter saw Jo Frledlin take
over with four hook shots that
saw a rapidly waning Albright
team slip far behind, being outscored 13-4 in that period,
The fourth quarter belonged
solely to Spencer and guards Betty
Keyser, Sal Parent, and Adele
Boyd. Spence scored thirteen points
as the guards held Albright to one
point, a free toss. Mal"gie Abrahamson, Eddie Seifert and Marge
Merrifield, second-line guards, had
previously held Albright to seven
and four point quarters. Pat Miller was high for Albright with six
points.
In the Jayvee contest the Belles
made it a perfect day by defeating
their opponents, 28-19, as the entire squad saw action. Mary Schoenly had thirteen points.
Ursinus
G.
F. Pts.
Spencer, forward ........ 10
1 21
Friedlin, forward .. ...... 5
0 10
Rittenhouse, forward .. 2
2
6
MacKinnon, forward .... 1
1
3
Vadner, forward .......... 4
1
9
Hitchner, forward ........ 1
0
2

In one of the most exciting
games of the season the Ursinus
co-eds defeated the Rosemont College squad 37-36 on the loser's
court last Thursday.
During the first half Rosemont
seemed to have amazing accuracy
in dropping its long shots. The
Belles, having some difficulty with
a slippery floor, were not quite able
to match their opponents' score. At
the halftime whistle the count
stood at 16-18.
Throughout the second half the
lead changed several times; however, neither team could gain
enough of an advantage to be
assured of victory. Time out was
called with one minute and forty
secohds to play. The score stood
at 32-35. Ursinus fouled. Rosemont's foul shot was good and
with a four point lead they froze
the ban. The opponents were
called for charging. Nancy Vadner
dropped a foul shot and Audrey
Rittenhouse countered soon after
to make the score 35-36. Eddie
Seifert intercepted, and Audrey
handed the ball oft' to Nance, who
scored to win the game. The Ursinus' Jayvees won 27-19.
Ursinus
G.
F. Pts.
SpenceI', forward ........ 5
3
13
Vadner, forward .......... 6
2 14
Rittenhouse, forward.. 2
o 4
MacKinnon, forward .. 2
1
5
Friedlin, forward ... ..... 0
1
1

Totals .................... 15
7
37
Rosemont totals.. 13 10 36
Ursinus guards: Boyd, Parent,
51 Merrifield, Seifel't.

Totals ...... .............. 23
5
Albright totals ...... 5
9
191~=~~~~=~~=~==
Ursinus guards: Parent, AbraFrom a Snack to a
hamson, Boyd, Merrifield, Keyser,
Full Course Dinner
Seifert.
10. What dorm captured the 1950

RAHNS

GRILLE

Seafood 6n our menu daily
Phone: Call. 2551
Television
Open every day

intramural football championship
by going through it..c:; schedule undefea ted?
'Answers:
1. Bill Turner '50. Four in footFor twelve yeru::s
ball, four in track, and 3 in wrestUrsinus men have had Claude
ling.
cut their hair
2, Athletics. Andy Coakley CLAUDE'S BARBER SHOP
Columbia, Dick Siebert-Minnesota, Jack Coombs-Duke, Stuffy
313 Main Street
McInnis-Harvard, Max Bishop-Closed Wednesday afternoons
Navy.
.
=============~
3. Ed Klein hit .367.
FISHL8CK'S
4. Dave Reice.
5. Two points.
Radio Television
6. Commissioner of Golf.
Sales & Service
7. Marguerite Spencer. The Bearettes defeated Chestnut Hill 22-0.
216 MAIN ST., COLLEGEVILLE
8. John Marshall was timed in
Phone: Collegeville 6021
18:22.08.
9. 165 feet.
10. Derr hall.

«

==============

LANDES MOTOR CO.

Towing - Calso Gas - Auto Repairs

FORD SALES and SERVICE

WILL'S SERVICE STATION

Collegeville & Yerkes, Pa.

F. WilliS DeWane
Main st. & Third Ave.
Collegeville, Pa.
Phone 2641

Atlantic Gas & Oils - Lubrication
Lee Tires - Exide Batteries
Minor Repairs

FRANKS' ATLANTIC SERVICE
Charles Franks, Prop.
460 Main st. ph. 2371 Collegeville

COLLEGE CUT-RATE
5TH & MAIN STREET
PAUL N. LUTZ, Manager

~~~~~~~~~

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
Lots of mileage lett In your old
shoes-have them repaired at

LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
(Opposite American Store)
Main street
Conegevllle

1
PAGE SIX
OPPORTUNITIES IN R.O.C.

Forum Speaker

Dr. Allan L. Rice has announced that anyone interested in a Navy ROC program
should contact him as soon as
possible. Thet'e are OPPol'tuniLles for both men and women.
The program closes in the near
future.

Opposes Rearming
Western Germany

CALENDAR

I

MONDAY, MARCH 19
Newman club, 7'30. Bomb. 4
English club
Beta Sig, 6:45, Free land
Senate. 6 45. Shreiner
Debating, 12 :30, Bomb.
MSGA
Girls basketball, 4 :00, S'more *
TUESOA Y, MAR II 20
English Reading, 7:00, Fac. rm.
Curtain club. 7 :00
Chess club, 8:00, S-3
Pl'e-Med. soc., 7 :00, S-12
WeekJy, 12 :30 & 6' 30
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21
Class meetings. 12:30
YM-YWCA, 6:45-8 :00
Judiciary board, 5' 00, Shreiner
French club. 8:15, Fac. I'm .
THUR DAY, MARCH 22
Vacation begins, 5:30 p.m.
MONDAY, APRIL 2
Classes begin, 8:00 a .m.

I

'South Pacific' Remains

"The
American
Occupation
Forces in Western Gel'many have
fallen for the notion that the best
allies against Communists are
former Nazi." This statement was
made by Mr. Delbert Clark, noted
New York Times newspaperman
and author, at the Forum, last
_ __
Wednesday evening in Bomberger
Revised prices for guests' meals
chapel. Mr. Clark, who was the in the Ursinus dining hall were
chief correspondent for the New announced at a food council meetYork Times in Germany during ing Friday in the steward's office.
the years 1946 to 1948, went on to They are 50 cents for breakfast.
explain why, in his opinion, we 75 cents for lunch, and one dolshould not rearm Germany.
lar for all dinners except those on
Mr. C~ark desct'ibed v~ry vividly Sunday, which are $l.50.
the tYPIcal. German mU1~ of to- I The group also agreed that more
day. He S. ~ld that ever smce the lettuce was to be served, especially
bloody ThIrty Years War of the with sandwich meals, and that
17th century, Germany has never whole wheat bread was to be rebeen really united unless it had turned. In the latter case, sevsome o~her country to fight against. eral slices will be put on the table,
Its penods between. wars ~ave been with the provision that more can
marked by a pecuh.ar natIonal an- be obtained on request.
aJ:chy and spiritual uncertainty.
Announcement was made that
The allies in Western Germany peanut butter is served on Monhave now set up a government days and Thursdays.
which courts the old Nazi leaders
Attending were Steward Jam es E.
because they believe that is .th e Morrison, Floyd Justice '51, Mary
only way.to fight t.he CommunISts. McPherson '51, Dan Bomberger
The RUSSIan zone m Eastern Ger- '51 Willard Baxter '51 and Willard
many has also courted the NazI. W~tzel '51.
Mr. Clark thinks that, of the two
------policies, the Russian one is nearer
S d
V I· t t A
to being appropriate than ours is,
tu ent oca IS s 0 ppear
since Communism and Nazism are
(ContInued from page 1)
The cast will be supported by a
both totalitarian forms of government appealing to an authorita- mixed chorus in the capacity of
sailors, marines and Sir Joseph
tive mind.
Porter's sisters, cousins and aunts.
Dr. William Philip is directing
WSGA Discusses Community
the production which will be given
April 13 and 14, in the T-G gym.
Chest, Changes in Elections
His production staff is: Emile
The Y's Community Chest plan Schmidt '51, student director;
and the MSGA plan to coordinate Nancy Bare '51, assistant student
elections were the chief matters director; Jack Christ '51, student
discussed at the meeting of the musical director ; Aubre Givler '51,
Women's Student council
last voice coach; Barbara Witt '53,
Monday .
chorus mistress; Jean Davies '51,
Changes in the election of class choreographer.
officers as proposed by the MSGA
Committee heads for the operwere approved. Nominations would etta are: Carol Lucas '53, pubbe by petition and all the elections licity ; Nelson Weller '51, business;
would be supervised by an election Pat Wood '51, program; Doris Fite
committee composed of the presi- '52 and Norma Titus '51 , costumes;
dent and senior member of each Howard Roberts '53, lighting;
student council and the deans of Richard Carson '52 and Buck Ross
men and women.
'51, staging; Susanne Deitz '51,
The problem of getting noon make-up; and Mary Ann Simmentime announcemen ts to the women dinger '53, properties.
day students was discussed. The
Council members decided to take
PSYCHIATRIST TO TALK
turns in writing down the anThe
James M. Anders Pre-Med
nouncements and posting them in
Society will feature a talk on
the day study by 12:30.
Physiotherapy, tomorrow night, at
7 :30 in S-12. It will be given by
'Artist's Life' Wins
Miss Carlin, assistant director of
(Continued trom J:)agp 1)
the School of Physiotherapy of the
Pherson '51, who is also May Graduate Hospital, Philadelphia.
queen. Marge Paynter '51 is manFilms to illustrate work done in
ager of the pageant, while Miss this field will be shown and Miss
Maribele Waldo acts as director.
Carlin will explain job opportuniOther committee chairmen are : ties that are open. All student..s are
hospitality, Margaret Simcox; wo- invited to attend. A business meetmen's dOl'm committee, Eleanor ing will be held at 7: 00 for all
Jones; costumes, Virginia Wilson ; members of the society.
music, Jean Heron; grounds, Bev
The Pre-Med dinner dance will
Tuttle; properties, Gwen Schaeffer; be held May 4, at the Reading
programs, Jackie Keller and Lil Country club and will be informal.
Skeba ; publicity, Marilyn Miller;
dance council, Jeanne Davis.
Plays Feature

Food Council Lists
Guests Meal Prices

DART CONTEST PLANNED

MONDAY, MARCH 19, 1951

THE URSINUS WEEKLY

(Continued fl'om page 3)

as if everyone has his own little
magic island to reach.
To me one of the funniest moments in the whole show was Ray
Middleton's imitation of Mary
"I 'm
Ma1'tin's performance of
Gonna Wash That Man Right
Outa My Hair." Middleton's role
is that of a very polished gentleman and he certainly provides a
contrast to the souvenir collecting
sailors and their "projects." Nurse
Nellie decides she's gOing to leave
Emile and his island and emphatically washes her man right
out of her short curly hair. However, by the end of the last act,
she has changed her mind.
I always wondered if the reports
that I'd heard about South Pacific were really true. Could the
show be as goo d as everyone says
it is? It certainly is and its artists
give you an enchanted evening.
SOPH DANCE A HIT
At the end of the rainbow was
the Pot of Gold , the sophomore
dance held Friday night in the T-G
gym from 8-12. This semi-fOl'mal
dance was well attended.
Committee heads for the dance
were Doug MacMullen, decorations,
Irene Schweitzer, pl'ograms and
Ray Rauenzahn, publicity. Mr. and
Mrs. William Parsons and Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Staiger were chaperones.
The theme of the dance decorations was based upon the Irish
legend of the Leprecaun, a tiny
green c1'eature who has hidden
gold in an enchanted forest.

TO SHOW MOVIES
The Beardwood Chemical Society, tonight at 7:15 In S-12
is showing three movies from
the Shell Oil Company. They
are entitled: "Refining Oil for
Energy," "Crude Oil Distillation," and "Oil for Aladdin's
Lamp."

Meistersingers Give
Palm Sunday Concert

NORRIS
Norristown
MONDAY & TUESDAY

(Continued from page 1)

Committee heads for this show
are: properties, Barbara Crawford;
costumes and make-up, Carol
Lucas; staging, Saul Lande; lighting, Marna Feldt; publicity, Jane
Everhart ; and program, Sally Canan.

EYE WITNESS

Officials of the campus dart
with ROBT. MONTGOMERY
ourney announced t.his week that
he time and place of the finals
WED., THURS. & FRI.
will be announced within the next
by popular request
three weeks and that proceeds from
this event will go to the '51 Ruby.
THREE MUSKETEERS
The teams of Wenner and
with LANA TURNER, GENE
Greek
Groups
Take
in
Drechsler, Arthur and Cumpstone,
(Continued from page 1)
I KELLY & JUNE ALLYSON
and Earhart and Roemer will meet
- plus la
and
Herb
Knull.
in the near future . The winner
Sigril.a Rho: Howard Davis, Bob I
of this series will meet Klein and
SUNNY ITALY
Buchanan in the semi-final to Brokaw, John Gruber, Don Hetzel,
in technicolor
qualify to meet the team of Maug- Bob Lange and Ken Parlee.
Zeta Chi: Ben Maliken, Dick
STARTING SATURDAY
er and Williams in the final.
Glock, Jay Kern and Bill Fynon.
JAMES STEWART in
Sororities Accept 14
VM"VW Committee Plans
HARVEY
(Continued from page 1)
Amid shouts of jubilation fourteen girls were welcomed into the
'Who Boss?"
The Political Action commission sororities of their choice last Friis involved in making preparations day. Bids were signed in room 7
Norristown
for its annual trip to Washington, and then each girl entered the
D.C., during the Spring vacation, room in which "her" SOl'ority was
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
on March 28, 29 and 30. The group gathered.
- DOUBLE FEATURE Alpha
Sigma
Nu
received
the
of seventeen who signed up for the
trip will stay at the Hotel Conti- greatest number of rushees. Kath- TEXAN MEETS CALAMITY JANE
nental, and will visit several ses- leen Aekerle, Norma Marmor,
- andsions of Congress as well as other Jeanne Stewart, Shirley Weidgovernment agencies, memorials knecht and Barbara Witt.
OPERATION X
and historic sports.
Kappa Delta
Kappa
added
Last of Lenten Services to be Held Katherine Haney to its roll.
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
Jonni GraC, Grace Matthews and
The Public Worship commission
SUGARFOOT
will conduct the mid-week Lenten Barbara Stagg signed Omega Chi
with RANDOLPH SCOTT
The Phi Psi "pals" added
services immediately after break- bids.
fast Wednesday. It will be led by two new members, Anne Neborak
- plus Nancy Matterness '52. Her topics and Helen Yost. Tau Sig received
Technicolor
Two Reel Comedy
will be "It is finished" and "Father, three rushees as members: Pat
and Cartoons
into thy hands I commend my Klebler, Sarah Parent and Rosa
spirit."
Ro..pp.
~========~~==

GRAND

I

A Red CrQss Bloodmobile unit is
coming to Ursinus on Thursday,
April 26. In order to make the
project completely an Ursinus affair, at least two hundred students
must be signed up to donate blood
before April 14. This is neCeSsal'Y
in order to guarantee the minimum quota of 150 pints.
Permission blanks and appointment slips will be circulated to all
the Ursinus dormitories before
Thursday of this week, so that interested students who are over 18
and under 21 years of age may
get the required parental permission during spring vacation.
After the appointment slips are
filled out they will be collected by
representatives of the Ursinus Red
Cross chapter and a list of appointments will be posted on the bulletin board. In cases of conflicts
between appointments and class
schedules excused absences will be
granted.
The Bloodmobile unit will be set
up at the Hendricks Memorial
building of the Trinity Reformed
chu1'ch. The campus representative in charge is Joanne Sherr '53.

The Meistersingers, in cooperation with the Y presented a special Palm Sunday program last
night in Bomberger chapel. There
were prose and poetry readings on
the life of Christ as slides were
shown depicting certain events.
The readings were interspersed
by vocal solos and choral selections. The Meistersingers sang
"The Creation" and "There is a
Green Hill Far Away" and "Hallelujah, Amen," and assisted a quartet made up of Ruth Fiedler '52,
Jack Christ '51, Charles Summers
'52, and Kathryne Haney '51, in
"Since By Man Came Death" from
the Messiah.
Jack Christ, Kathryn Haney and
Bill Van Horn sang "Tis Midnight,
and on Olive's Brow" and "I Walked Today Where Jesus Walked;"
"The Holy City," and "The Palms,"
respectively.
The Mei.stersingers have given Mrs. Alfred Creager Speaks ,
concerts so far this year at Royersford and Easton. The schedule for At Meeting of Chi Alpha Society
the remaining concerts is: April 8,
Mrs. Alfred L. Creager addressed
Pottstown; April 15, Glenside ; members of Chi Alpha society TuesApril 22, Philadelphi.a; April 29, day night on "The Problems of a
Phoenixville ; May 6, Ursinus.
Minister's Wife." The meeting was
held in the Trinity Evangelical and
CHESS CLUB WINS
Reformed Church parsonage.
--The group discussed the March
By a score of three to two the , 10 trip to Lancaster seminary and
U:sinus chess team won its match formulated plans for the remainder
With the LaSalle college chess team of the year. The next meeting will
las~ Tuesday, March 14: The .m atch, be neld at 7:15 p. m., Tuesday,
WhICh was held at Ursmus, mclud- April 10 in the Freeland Reception
ed John Manning '53, Dave HaU- room. '
strom '52, Ralph Sternberg '53, and
Stan Bermen '54 on the winning
team . To date the chess team has
not lost a match and has won all W. H. GRISTOCK'S SONS
but the Haverford match which
ended in a tie.
COAL,

==============
-

LUMBER

Eat Breakfast

J.L

and

-at-

FEED

"THE BAKERY"

Phone: Collegev1lle 4541

Collegevllle
473 Main Street

POLLY'S SHOPPE

HELFFERlCH TO READ
Vice President Donald L. Helfferich will read "Eneas Africanus"
by Harry Stillwell Edwards, "Telemanchus Friend," by O. Henry and
a few short poems by A. A. Milne,
at the fourth in the second semester's series of English literature
readings Tuesday . It will be held
at 7 p.m. in the music room of the
library.

Students Asked to
Give Blood Again;
200 Pints Needed

716 Main Street, Collegeville, Pa,

i

"CATERING TO YOUR EASTER NEEDS"

f
,

Beautiful Easter "Family" Cards 5c to 50c
ZIPFS delicious large Cocoanut Cream, Decorated Eggs - $1.25 {
Small Chocolate Fluff Eggs - 50c V2 lb.
~
Large Fluff Eggs - 29c each
:
Baskets - 49c and Straw
'

PERSONAL SUPPLIES
-BREAKFAST

-JEWELRY
-SCHOOL SUPPLIES

SUPPLY

STORE

~L

II

"Cross road of the campus"

MEET and EAT
tiT THE

COLLEGE DINER
First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville

Never Closed
Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of ...

LAKESIDE INN
LUNCHEON & DINNER Served daily & Sunday
Catering to
Private Parties Social Functions
Banquets Deitch

Phone Linfteld 2933
ROUTE 422 - LIMERICK
Reichelderfer & "Bud" Becker, Props.

.

